As Mark our Chairman is in Australia, it’s down to me to
give you my angle.
We had the most interesting talk this month by Ann King
entitled Coast Coves and Contraband in the Dorset area. She
held the audience enthralled with her witty dialogue and
amusing tales.
Even then we only made £2.30 profit!
Mudeford Church charges us £32 for hiring the hall and the
speaker charged £40. That was cheap for a speaker,
speaker, some
come at £50 plus, so you can imagine how much thought has
to go into planning our talks and how disappointed we are
when we have a poor attendance.
You will note an article on our new venue for the garden party
(now summer fayre). As the Red House were restricting the
hours we could use the facilities we had to change. We are
hoping that everything will be successful on the day and that
our lovely lady members will
will be making us some
cakes.....please. If anyone knows of a local sponsor who would
be willing to fund a prize or two or even to sponsor the whole
event, please let me know.
The committee has a lot of arranging and planning to do
before the day and I'm sure
sure you will all give it your support.
support

Avril
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…to issue number 99 of the Newsletter. We have some spring time articles
in this issue and I hope that by the time you read this, the weather
matches the subject matter.
You may remember that we put a slip in with the last Newsletter,
explaining that I was going to run the London Marathon and would be
collecting for FOSM and Alzheimer’s Research. Later in the issue I’ll tell you
how I got on.
Before that item, we have many other interesting articles in the issue. Ann
Blofield has sent a seasonal article about butterflies and Pam Higginson
has compiled a marsh nature calendar for June to September. Alan
Hopking keeps us up to date about developments at Tutton’s Well and
Elizabeth Little tells us why she became interested in natural history.
The time is approaching when we begin to plan the FOSM Summer event.
There are some new ideas for this summer and these are outlined later in
the issue. We will need lots of help, particularly volunteers for the day but
we also need the fabulous cakes baked by FOSM members more than ever
this year.
Finally, please remember that our next Newsletter will be the 100th: an
historic occasion. Memories, anecdotes and other subjects relating to
FOSM’s past are very welcome. I hope that you enjoy issue 99.
.

The following photographers and artists are thanked for their contributions: front
cover & P8 & 9 Pam Higginson, P6 & 7 Alan Hopking P11, 12, 13,14 & back page
Howard Little
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It is a real pleasure to write about an increase in the sightings of certain animals, rather
then warn of declining numbers. Last summer provided such a chance with its wonderful
display of butterflies! Many of us enjoyed the
he population explosion of Small W
Whites
(Pieris rapae) in our area; perhaps not the gardeners! Until the summer of 2013, it had
been ‘doom and gloom’ on the lepidopteran front throughout the country.
Records had shown butterfly numbers declining
over the last ten years, with a particularly
disastrous year in 2012. Destruction of habitats,
the over use of certain pesticides, air pollution
and patches of prolonged bad weather were
thought to be the main causes for the fall in
numbers. Butterflies are important. They are a
good indicator of biodiversity,
as well as
important pollinators and contributors to the food
chain. Government surveys carried out by the
Small Cabbage White
Wider Countryside Butterfly Survey (WCBS) last
year verified the successful summer and what so many of us noted with delight on walks
and in our gardens. Over four times as many butterflies were recorded compared with
2012.

So why did summer 2013 result in such a population explosion
xplosion and from where where did
all the butterflies come? After the disastrous weather conditions of 2012, the warm
summer of 2013, particularly July and August, provided ideal conditions. Plants were
thriving and caterpillars were able to feed well and
d rapidly. For the adult butterflies there
was plenty of liquid nectar, time to find a mate, lay eggs and for multibreeding species,
time to produce second and third generations. Strangely, the cold winter of 2012 might
have been a help in some ways, in that parasites and moulds infecting overwintering
stages and thus limiting hatching and growth, were probably restricted. I do not quite
understand why it was not a good year for predators as well!!
So what of the Marsh? A routine butterfly count is carried
ried out weekly by the Countryside
Service during the summer months. A set route i.e a transect, is followed including the
pathway from the car park, Stanpit scrubs, the scrubss side of the recreation ground
ground,
North scrubs, part of Purewell stream and part of the golf
olf course. Weather conditions are
recorded. Sighting counts are made of thirty different species of butterfly known to
sometimes inhabit the area and newcomers noted. The total numbers of butterflies
recorded in 2013 showed a vast increase over previous years with partic
particularly large
numbers of Small Whites
hites (Pieris rapae). In the week beginning 19th July, a total of 68
4

butterflies were counted including 32 Small Whites,
hites, followed by 82 butterflies in the we
week
beginning the 2nd August including 73 small whites. Apart from thee brassicas, the larvae
of the Small White
hite feed on quite a wide range of plants including many common spec
species
found on the Marsh such as Bird’s Foot Trefoil, Dandelions and Ragwort
agwort so the Marsh
would have provided plenty of larval
rval food. The nectar of these plants is also enjoyed by
the adults. Nikki, the Marsh warden, noted that the whites
ites were spread throughout the
transect and not restricted to any particular place.
Apart from increased sightings countrywide of
both the Small White up 312% and Large W
White
(Pieris brassicae),
e), up 335%, the Big Butterfly C
Count
reported that the butterflies showing the greatest
increase in sightings were the Small TTortoiseshell
(Aglais urtica)
tica) up 388% on 2012, and the P
Peacock
(Aglais io) up 3,500%; particularly good news as
these species have shown a marked decline in
previous years. The caterpillars of both these
species feed on
n nettles. The decline of the Small
Large Cabbage White
Tortoiseshell in previous
us years is thought to be due
to the expanding range of a parasitic fly, first
recorded in this country in 1999, possibly the result of global warning. High cou
counts were
also recorded for the Common Blue (Celastrina argiolus) , Small Copper (Lycaena
phlaeas), Brimstone (Gonepteryx rhamni) and Meadow Brown
rown (Maniola jurtina).
So let us hope that good farming practices and fine weather conditions will maintain
these increases. What effect will last winter’s
r’s wild, wet and windy weather have on the
butterfly population?
opulation? We have yet to see! I find the sudden increase in numbers very
interesting. Where were they all hiding? How much does this reflect the true situation
and can the recovery be maintained?

     

  

 

A renewal slip is enclosed for those of you who have not yet renewed your membership we do hope this is just an over-sight,
sight, and we look forward to hearing from you.
If, however, you have recently paid by Standing Order or Fast Payment through the bank,
then please ignore the slip. A great many members have paid via this method this year.
Please note, however, that a Fast Payment is just a 1-off
off payment, whereas a Standi
Standing
Order is an automatic yearly payment.
Many of you have also sent donations in with your renewal, through
hrough the post and with
the bank payments - these are very much appreciated - Thank You.
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Friends of Tutton’s Well are over the moon with the recently installed crank pump, the
high point since they received unanimous
nanimous support by Christchurch Council in 2009 to
restore the ancient features of the site, since “the well and its surroundings are the oldest
link to antiquity in the neighbourhood”; clear progress made to obtain the declared wish
as stated in the Christchurch
istchurch Policy Plan for the restoration of the Tutton's Well spring
and the ancient well features; and, as predicted, as an argument tthat the guide hall
should not have been built on this site bequeathed to the peoples of Christchurch going
back hundreds and probably thousands of years, is now becoming recognized as an
important destination on the heritage trail.
he Friends were helped by a local
In midsummer the
builder who fitted the tank beneath the green crank
pump and trough (gifted by Reg Stones) with pipe
supply from the Well to the tank under the crank pump
and thence from the tank to Dipping Place, a delicate
piece of engineering owing to the narrow gradient
involved for the gravitational flow of the water
between each segment.` It is now estimate
estimated that each
hour some 1000 gallons of spring water passes from the
Well, through the tank and out of the Dipping Place,
indeed a “never failing spring”. The handle of the crank
pump remains tied but once the projects are all
officially opened next Spring wee hope that this unique,
deep, geologically pure spring water will flow for all to
see and use.
These Tutton’s Well features are being completed due
to the huge generosity of Tom Tutton, the Friends’
patron and benefactor. Tom now lives abroad in
retirement, but he has expressed a wish to return to
Christchurch for the opening as soon as its features are
completed. The Friends can’t imagine Christchurch
without the restored features on the Tutton’s Well
green which give the people of Christchurch a
remarkable view of it's history; perhaps the very first
feature around which the community developed
th
eventually becoming known as Twynham in the 8
century and then Christchurch (in the 11thC) following
the building of the Priory. Throughout these times
Tutton’s Well was the major source of pure water for
6

all, and was cherished and loved as Stanpit’s centrepiece by locals and fishermen as
recorded in the Deeds of Tutton's Lodge to the south (circa 1880).
The Friends have also recreated a user friendly pathway to the re
reconstructed former
fisherman’s quay wall by Stanpit creek. The view across the harbour to He
Hengistbury Head
is now somewhat obscured by thick tall reeds which
used to be controlled by the constant use of Stanpit
creek quay by fishing boats. By chance the Friends
discovered the former ancient slipway and dock wall
of limestone blocks (perhaps from the Isle of
Wight or the Purbeck quarries).
es). Evidently it iis some
45 feet long and 2 feet high.
The Well, the Dipping Place
lace and now the large stone
bench were all crafted in Purbeck stone by Al
Alan
Davis a skilled stonemason from Corfe Castle, who
worked with us for many months. The stone bench
was welcomed as a further gift by Tom Tutton. It
gives the green a magnificent ai
air of longevity.
We were required to place a guard fence around the
Dipping Place which you will find in sturdy lengths of
oak. When you look down over the fence into the
Dipping Place you'll see the height of the spring water
has improved since the crank pump tank was
installed. This is because a refresher pipe from the
Well to the Dipping Place has been connected. This
has a dual purpose: to refresh the previously
stagnant Well water, and also to give greater force to
the spring flow from the Dipping Place down the rill.
The watercress in the rill (remembered and told to us
by long time resident Mrs May Sims) is now
spreading thickly down the rill in response – exactly
what the Friends intended and envisioned would
happen.
The Friends will be putting up an information board in the far corner providing that the
rhizomes of the ever-encroaching reeds can be restrained.
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Plants
Throughout these three months, the Marsh comes alive with colour. In July the outer
marshlands are covered with the lovely lilac hue from Sea Lavender, but often hidden
within the turf are much smaller flowers like the Sea Spurreys, Sea Milkwort, and large
patches of the tiny white flowers of Subterranean Clover. In contrast, the yellow Marsh
Ragwort and Celery-leaved Buttercup dominate Central Marsh. Yellow Flag Iris, Purple
Loosestrife, and spears of Marsh Woundwort grow in the lush vegetation around North
Scrubs, together with Fleabane, Meadow Rue and the rare Marsh Mallow. Vetches,
trefoils and stitchworts entwine amongst bramble and honeysuckle. Water plants
around Purewell Stream include Water Forget-me-not, Water Mint, Fools Watercress and
the rare Flowering Rush. Water Crowsfoot covers a few of the pools on Central Marsh,
and Glasswort is widespread on muddy areas over the marsh

Sea Lavender

Fleabane

Marshmallow

Flowering Rush

Insects
There are numerous insects and spiders on the marsh, too many to mention individually.
However, a close look within the gorse and scrub plants can reveal some fascinating
species – bees, flies, shieldbugs, beetles, bugs, grasshoppers and crickets, to name a few.
Many caterpillars and grubs can be seen here too, not only the larvae of butterflies and
moths, but also of certain insects. As well as the more common Red Admiral, Peacock,
and Small Tortoiseshell butterflies being in flight throughout the summer, others seen are
the Gatekeeper, Meadow Brown, Speckled Wood, Large and Small skippers, Large and
Small whites, and the delicate Small Copper. Look out for the Painted Lady and Clouded
Yellow (migrants) which can be numerous some years.
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Clouded Yellow

Rose Chafer

Knot Grass (moth)

Hoverfly

Birds
Out on the mudflats and in the salt-pans and creeks, small fish, crustaceans, and
invertebrates such as Corophium, Sphaeroma, Gammarus, Hydrobia, shrimps and
ragworms provide a rich food supply for the many water birds and waders that are
resident or visiting the Marsh – gulls, Teal and Mallard ducks, Lapwings, Dunlins,
Redshanks, Oyster-catchers, Curlews, Coots, Little Egrets, and Herons. Common and
Sandwich Terns (summer visitors) can be seen diving into harbour waters. Most years,
the colourful Shelducks raise young on the marsh, having nested in rabbit burrows on
Crouch Hill. Look out for the Dartford Warbler, Stonechat, and Wheatear (also a summer
visitor) on gorse around the area.
In the scrub, smaller birds – like Linnet, Greenfinch, Chaffinch, Whitethroat, and Longtailed Tits will be nesting. Listen out for the Great-spotted Woodpecker as it ‘drums’
on the tall trees; hopefully nesting in the area.

Little,Sandwich
& Common Terns

Shelduck & young

Long Tailed Tit

Great Spotted
Woodpecker

Amphibians, Reptiles and small Mammals
Few amphibians and reptiles are found or seen on the marsh. Grass-snakes and Slowworms conceal themselves well. Frogs are rarely found, but it is always hoped that the
elusive translocated Natterjack toad will return to breed in one of the pools on the marsh.
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Do you ever reflect on what led you to an
interest in natural history? One of the most
influential weeks of my life and one I look
back on with much affection is when my
Biology sixth form group went on a field
course to the Isle of Man. The aim of our stay
was to study the marine environment
surrounding the shores of the island. The Isle
of Man comprises many varied seashore
types from sheltered and sandy to the more
interesting rocky shores.

    

Flat Periwinkle

nct range of animals and
Each of the zones on a shore is associated with its own distinct
plants. Sheltered rocky shores show the most biodiversity. The splash zone is a hostile
environment which is dominated by lichens. The upper shore communities include
seaweeds such as Channelled Wrack and Twisted Wrack that can stand the desiccation
caused by the short time it is covered by the sea on a daily basis. A particular kind of
periwinkle (and there are several), the Rough Periwinkle and the Common Limpet graze
on the rocks. In the middle shore are found different typess of seaweed, as well as some
sponges. There are a wider range of animals who find more congenial growing
conditions and cluster together under the seaweed, such as Dog Whelks, Flat Periwinkles,
top shells and the common Shore Crab.
The most interesting zone is the lower
shore. We had to time our visits to view
this area after consulting tide tables. In
this area the seaweeds are more often red
in colour, there are often encrusting
calcareous algae resistant to grazing
limpets, orange sponges and a more
unusual selection of animals. Apart from
familiar Beadlet Anemones it is sometimes
possible to see Snakelocks Anemones, sea
Blue-rayed Limpet

squirts and most exciting, sea slugs and sea
cucumbers. I was very pleased when I found a Blue-rayed Limpet
mpet hiding under the
seaweed.
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For many people the easiest way to see a wide range of sea creatures is to look into a
rock pool, which many of us have done with our small children. Rock pools offer
protection to animals and plants that would
otherwise dry out. Longstanding rock pools
have their own specialised communities.
Hermit Crabs and prawns are common and
often small fish such as a Blenny or Common
Goby can be seen, left stranded after the tide
has retreated.
Although there
re is no rocky shore at Stanpit
Marsh, there are different zones from a mostly
Hermit Crab

salt water environment, through a brackish
zone to a mostly freshwate
freshwater zone, each
associated with its own selection of plants and animals perfectly adapted to it
its own
particular environment.

      
  

  

This may seem a bit like ancient history now but there are a few points that were
discussed at the meeting in July that may still be of some interest.
Following up on the matters arising from the meeting in
January 2013 regarding the sensitivity map, Peter
Holloway
ay visited some of the companies that were
responsible for hiring out water-craft
craft to confirm that
they were aware of the sensitivity areas with respect
to wild-life.
life. He was somewhat surprised to learn that
some them were not aware of these areas. The panel
suggested that a simple A5 map illustrating the
sensitive areas should be made available and handed
out to all users. Although this would be ea
easy to
arrange for the people who hire the water
water-craft, it
would be difficult to advise users who own their own
craft and could launch from anywhere along the banks
of the harbour or the Avon or Stour rivers particularly,
since they may believe that they ha
have right of
navigation along the rivers to the sea.
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Another matter arising from the last meeting was the pollution of Purewell Stream. Peter
had investigated this problem with the Environmental Agency and has found that the
water that runs into the Stream
m could have originated at any point up to the Somerford
Sainsbury's roundabout so the perpetrator of the pollution cannot easily be identified.
Peter found some waxy deposits in the stream and these are being analysed to help
identify the polluter. We still await the results of this.
The Recreation Ground Improvement Project was then discussed. Peter was please
pleased to
say that, generally, the Public Consultation resulted in favourable comments. The two
areas that are still open for discussion are the dog agility area and the car park. A lot
more discussion regarding the planting of wild-flowers
flowers and the depth of the available
topsoil is still on-going.
The need for an area dedicated to dog
agility was not considered necessary. I
believe that the planned area was
there to appease dog owners because
of the dogs-on-lead requirement for
the marsh. It was thought that placing
the agility items around the recreation
ground by the mown paths would be
an idea. (These areas would no doubt
also serve as children agility areas.)
The car park area was a more contentious issue. The council is reviewing the whole
process. I said our thoughts were that the area should be similar to the New Forest car
parks, i.e. not macadamised and free. This was interpreted by some to be of the
“voluntarily pay for parking” type. Now that the improvement plan itself has been
largely accepted,
d, Counsellor Ray Nottage said that all efforts should be made to get the
work under-way as soon as possible.
Nikki, our summer warden, then gave the warden's report. She was employed to work on
all the 25 sites that are overseen by Peter Holloway but spent
ent the majority of her time on
Stanpit Marsh. A lot of her time was spent in preventing wildlife disturbance particularly
from kayaks. She had been active in supporting all the activities on the marsh such as the
bio-blitz and mini-beast hunts and supporting
ing local schools visits. She was also involved in
a number of activities such as scrub clearance, Spanish Bluebell removal, and planting
trees.
Otter's spraint was found under the bridgee over Mother Siller's Channel and we hope to
capture more evidence.
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The barks of the Black Poplar trees along the north edge of the marsh by the recreation
ground have been damaged by, it is thought, the marsh ponies. Some of these trees are
now dead. This could be clearly seen in summer because of the total lack of lleaves. The
options discussed were either to fence of the base of the trees or remove them. The
former seemed to be the way to go because even dead trees can be home to a variety of
wildlife..
The meeting concluded with a walk along North Scrubs where we observed the dead
trees and a large patch of Marsh Mallow near the iron boat. Most of th
the members of the
meeting then went into Priory Marsh. Since the bad weather last winter and the
exceptionally high tides a number of the railway sleepers that acted as a pathway have
migrated to the north of the area by the golf course. Other than that, the marsh was not
severely damaged and is recovering well.
.



     



 

 



   

You may remember that we put a slip in with the last Newsletter, explaining that I was
going to run the London Marathon and would be collecting for FOSM and Alzheimer’s
Research.
After training through the wettest
winter ever, the big day finally
th
arrived
d on Sunday April 13 . This
was to be my first marathon. My run
initially went very well. It was cool
and comfortable and I was
completing the nine minute miles I
had set myself to finish in about four
hours. It was still going well at the
half way point just after Tower
Bridge and also when I saw my
family at the Alzheimer’s Research
cheering area at mile 14.
Unfortunately by mile 16 on the Isle of Dogs, I noticed that my time to complete each
mile was slowing a little. Things got worse at mile 19 in Canary
nary Wharf when I ‘hit the
wall’ this meant that my muscles had just ran out of glycogen. I felt sick and I found it
very difficult to put one foot in front of the other. So I had to stagger rather than run the
last seven miles to the end. I finally finished in 4 hours 29 minutes: little later than I
13

planned. I must comfort myself by remembering that even if I didn’t beat Mo Farah, at
least I ran faster than the bloke carrying the fridge.
It was a truly unique experience. Some ¾ of a million spectators turned
urned out on the day.
There were huge noisy crowds at the main points on the route such as the Cutty Sark and
Tower Bridge. They were loud, good
natured and supportive throughout.
At the time of writing, donations have
totalled nearly £900. We agreed beforehand
that the (larger) online donations would be
awarded to Alzheimer’s Research while the
donations collected offline (unless the donor
specified otherwise) would be given to
FOSM. Sincere thanks to all who supported
my efforts and of course, those who
generously donated.


    

  





There are many planned changes to this year’s FOSM summer event. Firstly to reflect the
difference, it will be called the FOSM Summer Fayre. It will be held in the Priory House
garden in central Christchurch rather than in the Red House Museum garde
garden, which has
been our venue in recent years.
We aim to have a central core of our most popular stalls such as; tea & coffee, cakes,
raffle, tombola and of course the book and video stall. In addition
ddition however, we aim to
invite other local organizations to contribute. These could be art or craft societies, hobby
groups or local nature based organizations. They may sell their products, exhibit items of
interest or give demonstrations.
We hope that
at the Summer Fayre will be a much larger event than our Summer Party with
many more stalls and a larger number of visitors. We welcome sponsors, either for one or
two prizes or the whole event. We will need more volunteers for the day itself and of
course we, more than ever, need as many delicious cakes as our skilled FOSM bakers care
to produce.
Don’t forget the summer event is our largest single source of fundraising in the year. If
you can volunteer, we will be grateful, if you can bake a cake or prod
produce confectionery
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that would be fantastic. But whatever you do, please put August 2 in you diary and we
will see you at the FOSM Summer Fayre.

     





  

We have kept our current renewal membership fee the same for the past ten years. £3 for
single and £5 for a family. I'm sure you will all agree that this has been a very low fee.
The time has now come to cover our newsletter costs and postage that we would like to
increase the fees to £5 single and £7 for family. The committee will be proposing this at
our next Annual General Meeting and will be asking for support.
We appreciate that some of you will be unable to attend this meeting so we would
appreciate your views so that they can be discussed . Perhaps you would write to us, or
email: higginsonpad@msn.com with your opinions before the meeting.
You will appreciate the value of our membership and what it involves. We try very hard to
give value for money and would rather put this increase in place instead of increasing our
charges at our talks.
We feel that we offer a varied programme of events and talks together with our popular
coffee mornings at the Information Centre.
Please give us your support either in person or writing so that our future is assured.

        


We are pleased to welcome the new summer marsh warden, Colin Daborne. We look
forward to getting to know him and we wish him an enjoyable time working on the
marsh.
There will be a repeat of last year’s Bioblitz. It will take place at the Information Centre
th
th
from 8am on Saturday June 7 to 8am on Sunday June 9 .
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